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Big, burly CEO Abe Behr is furious to discover
someone -- probably a relative -- is embezzling from
Behr Construction, a family-run business in the Sierra
Nevada foothills outside Lake Tahoe. To confirm his
suspicions, Abe takes the unprecedented step of
hiring a non-family accountant, handsome Jeff Mason,
to go over the books and help find the culprit. As they
talk to Behr relatives and visit construction sites, Abe
and Jeff are drawn to each other, bringing out new,
softer emotions in workaholic Abe. Since he has
sacrificed romance all his life to build the construction
business, Abe’s surprised by his feelings for the
handsome Jeff. He’s even more shocked when they
come face to face with homophobia in the small
foothills community where generations of Behrs have
called home. Abe had always thought Stone Acres
was a live-and-let-live kind of town. As he and Jeff get
closer, he finds out how wrong he is when he comes
out to both family and a community who think he’s
making a big mistake. Will being the head of a large,
powerful family and a pillar of the community be
enough to win Abe his happily ever after with Jeff?

A View from the Machan
Jamie and Kate Bains agree to help their friend,
Patrick McNeil, a constable with the Northwest
Mounted Police, drive a herd of cattle north to the
foothills country of Canada.

The Sky Pilot
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Idyls of the Foothills
The Foothills Cuisine of Blackberry Farm
Everyday Creativity
The Colorado School Journal
The third and final volume of Chris Mullin's acclaimed
diaries begins on the night John Smith died in May
1994, and continues until the moment of Mullin's
assumption into government in July 1999. Together
with the bestselling A View from the Foothills and
Decline & Fall, the complete trilogy covers the rise
and fall of New Labour from start to finish. Witty,
elegant and wickedly indiscreet, the Mullin diaries are
widely reckoned to be the best account of the New
Labour era."Every once in a while," wrote David
Cameron, " political diaries emerge that are so
irreverent and insightful that they are destined to be
handed out as leaving presents across Whitehall for
years to come."

Ambush in the Foothills
North Carolina's 1.2 million acres of national
forestland are some of our state's most distinctive
and botanically diverse areas. Veteran nature writer
Johnny Molloy welcomes you to enjoy these beautiful
and often surprising wild areas, guiding you safely
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there and back again. Molloy renders the sometimes
primitive trails accessible to both beginner and more
intrepid hikers, from families with small children to
dedicated wilderness wanderers. Spotlighting the best
hikes in all four of North Carolina's national
forests--Nantahala, Pisgah, Uwharrie, and Croatan,
ranging from the mountains to the coast--this book
includes some of the state's most heralded
destinations and invites you to explore many lesserknown gems. Features include * A hike summary,
including distance, time, and difficulty of each trip *
Detailed instructions to keep you on the trail * GPS
coordinates of every trailhead, a narrative of the hike,
and can't-miss features * A cultural and natural
history of each area * Best seasons to go * Fees and
permits, as well as contact information for each area *
Photos and maps to orient you

Great Smoky Mountain National Park
(N.P.), Foothills Parkway Section 8D
'It is said that failed politicians make the best diarists.
In which case I am in with a chance.' Chris Mullin
Chris Mullin has been a Labour MP for twenty years,
and despite his refusal to toe the party line - on issues
like 90 days detention, for example - he has held
several prominent posts. To the apoplexy of the
whips, he was for a time the only person appointed to
government who voted against the Iraq War. He also
chaired the Home Affairs Select Committee and was a
member of the Parliamentary Committee, giving him
direct access to the court of Tony Blair. Irreverent,
wry and candid, Mullin's keen sense of the ridiculous
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allows him to give a far clearer insight into the
workings of Government than other, more overtly
successful politicians. He offers humorous and incisive
takes on all aspects of political life: from the build-up
to Iraq, to the scandalous sums of tax-payers' money
spent on ministerial cars he didn't want to use. His
critically acclaimed diary will entertain and amuse far
beyond the political classes.

A Walk-On Part
Autumn presents a stunning array of colors in rural
East Tennessee, and Discovering October Roads is the
perfect traveler's companion for better enjoying those
scenic views. In a compelling, anecdotal narrative, the
book describes seven road trips through the region,
discussing not only the leaf colors to be seen but also
the geology, landscape, and cultural history to be
found along each route. In their introduction, Harry
Moore and Fred Brown offer an overview of the
geologic history and topography of East Tennessee as
well as an accessible explanation of the science
behind the changing leaf colors. They also discuss a
number of common trees and the autumn color
associated with each. In the chapters that follow, the
authors' descriptions of road trips are arranged
according to three geographic areas: the Blue Ridge,
the Valley and Ridge, and the Cumberland Plateau.
Complementing the narrative is a wealth of
illustrations, including maps, geologic line drawings,
and photographs--many of which are reproduced in
color. Discovering October Roads will prove an
indispensable resource for anyone seeking a deeper
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appreciation of East Tennessee's fall finery. The
Authors: Harry Moore is a geologist with the
Tennessee Department of Transportation and the
author of A Roadside Guide to the Geology of the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park and A Geologic
Trip across Tennessee by Interstate 40. Fred Brown is
a feature writer and columnist for the Knoxville NewsSentinel. He is the author, with Jeanne McDonald, of
Handling Serpents: Three Families and Their Faith and
Growing Up Southern: How the South Shapes Writers.

Hiking South Carolina's Foothills Trail
Brian Bibby brings together the present and the
past--both ancient and recent--in a fascinating
compilation of anecdote, myth, recollection, and
reflection. Five years in the making and the result of
almost thirty years of dedicated work among
California's native communities, Deeper Than Gold is
a tribute to the people who know Gold Country best.
Witness a visual history with family photographs from
private albums and stunning original work by
renowned photographer Dugan Aguilar (of Paiute/Pit
River/Maidu heritage). This gorgeously designed book
offers an intimate view of the remarkable and
persistent people of Gold Country whose culture
continues to evolve and thrive in the area around
Highway 49.

Tucson, The Foothills Development
Personal experiences of an Indian environmentalist.
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From the Foothills of Song
Ghosts and Haunts from the Appalachian
Foothills
CNHG: This is an introduction to the plant
communities of the Southern California coastal areas
and foothills, including color photos of 250 species
and additional color habitat photos.

The Weekly Live Stock Report
The music and dance traditions of North Carolina's
Blue Ridge Mountains are legendary. Residents
continue a musical heritage that stretches back many
generations. In this lively guidebook, noted folklorist
Fred C. Fussell puts readers on the trail to discover
the many sites in western North Carolina where this
unique musical legacy thrives. Organized by region
and county, Blue Ridge Music Trails of North Carolina
welcomes readers into the rich worlds of bluegrass,
old-time, gospel, and string band music, as well as
clogging, flatfooting, and other forms of traditional
dance. The book, a project of the North Carolina Arts
Council and its partner, the Blue Ridge National
Heritage Area, features a CD with more than 20 songs
by musicians profiled in the book, historic recordings
of the region's most influential musicians spanning
nine decades--available for the first time here--and
songs based on true stories of love, crime, and
tragedy set in the North Carolina mountains. Includes:
* driving directions * maps * venue contact
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information * color photographs and profiles of
prominent mountain musicians * informative sidebars
on musicians and performance styles * a CD with 20
music tracks

Colorado School Journal
Former steel worker Harry Perkins, has, against all the
odds, led the Labour Party to a stunning victory at the
general election. His manifesto includes the removal
of American bases, public control of finance, and the
dismantling of the newspaper monopolies. The
Establishment is appalled by the prospect, and
secretly decides that something must be done. As
M15 conspires with the city and the press barons,
Perkins the PM finds himself in a no-holds-barred
battle for survival.

All the Days After
The best country and city hikes between Everett and
Tacoma.

Historic Tales from Ahwatukee Foothills
60 Short Hikes in the Sandia Foothills
The innkeeper of a popular, rustic resort offers up the
secrets to their signature cuisine, describing how
generations of area residents passed down their
gardening, cheese-making and preserving techniques
and how he harnessed these craft lessons to make his
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artisanal meals. 30,000 first printing.

Meteorology and Climatology of the
Great Valleys and Foothills of California,
for from Fifteen to Thirty-six Years
Introduction to the Plant Life of Southern
California
Former SEAL. Warm, whiskey eyes. Irresistible grin
And, her best friend's heartbreaker brother. “Just
promise me one thing Don’t sleep with my brother.”
No problem, right? Sophie Jones has worked dang
hard to get her life together after a rough start. She's
got it all and wants to keep it that way as she settles
into her new job in her new, serene hometown of
Foothills, Washington where she can live the quiet life
of an accountant far from her vile, money-grubbing
aunt. Trouble is the last thing Sophie wants. Home
from the Navy, former SEAL Asher Sutherland is not
the guy he used to be. Although, he doesn’t have a
clue who he is now. The one thing Asher knows for
sure is that he wants Sophie. One problem. In his
wilder days, Asher carelessly broke the hearts of his
sister’s friends on too many occasions. Neither Asher
nor Sophie is willing to hurt Pippa (especially as she's
gone a little bridezilla in the days before her
wedding!). But, resisting the attraction may prove to
be more challenging that either can withstand. Settle
in with a soothing cup of coffee and watch the sunrise
in this tempting, satisfying contemporary romance set
in the Cascade Foothills in the heart of the Pacific
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Northwest.

A Home in the Foothills
The Club Journal
Discovering October Roads
Mariposa Hiking Adventures
Deeper Than Gold
A Very British Coup
Behr Facts
Freaky Fables from the Foothills
Phoenix's Ahwatukee Foothills grew from open desert
to a community of nearly ninety thousand in just a
few decades. From the first homesteaders and
farmers to the modern visionaries and trailblazers
who established homes and businesses, it is a very
compelling story. Discover the mystery of the Lost
Ranch, the reason for Elliot Road's misspelling, the
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battle over annexation and the origins of the Easter
Parade. Local historian Marty Gibson recounts the
challenges, struggles and successes in this collection
of tales from the other side of the hill.

Blue Ridge Music Trails of North Carolina
The hiking trails in the Sandia Mountains are one of
the great assets of Albuquerque, for residents and
visitors alike. This book will help more people take
advantage of these beautiful places to walk, most of
them hitherto unmapped. It introduces sixty short
hikes in the public lands on the eastern edge of the
city. Some of the hikes are in the foothills and some
are in the lower slopes of the mountains. Most are
less than four miles long, and all are easy to access.
They range in difficulty from easy to very hard.
Included are useful tips for how to reach the trails,
where to park, and how to stay safe and avoid
trespassing on private property. Each hike also
features downloadable digital route data that can be
easily used with smartphones or GPS units.

Walks & Hikes in the Foothills &
Lowlands Around Puget Sound
South of Phoenix’s South Mountain, west of Interstate
10, north of the Gila River Indian Community, and
east of Arizona state land lies the picturesque village
of Ahwatukee-Foothills, home to some 87,000 people.
Its proximity to adjacent cities, cultural centers,
shopping, and dining combines with these natural
boundaries to give the area its beautiful topography,
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sense of peaceful isolation, and high desirability as a
great place to live, work, and play. But long before
there was a freeway, the area was part of the Kyrene
farming community, a rural patchwork of hardy
pioneer families typifying the country’s agricultural
way of life during the first half of the 20th century.

Hiking North Carolina's National Forests
Vision
A collection of ghost stories and folklore from
southern Appalachia.

View From Rat Lake
This book by anthropologist Kirin Narayana thoughtful
exploration of Kangra women s singing over the past
thirty yearsis part ethnography, part travelogue, part
musical discovery, part poetry and poetry translation,
and three parts memoir. Like the intricate geometries
of mandalu patterns drawn in the courtyard outside a
home or clothes meticulously stitched, well-crafted
songs identify a woman as smart, adept, and
skilledand so are a source of status. Kangra singers
speak of singing as enriching their lives; the wellbeing generated by shared songs brings feelings of
accomplishment, companionship, happiness, solace,
peacefulness, even good health and recovery from
illness. The concept Narayan keeps finding herself
returning to, however, is creativitythe everyday
creativity that brings well-being. In this book, the
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second in our new Big Issues in Music series, Narayan
beautifully draws out the particulars of everyday
creativity in women s singing in Kangra, as well as
giving readers the more general gift of a new way of
thinking of creativityin music and the arts, in crafts,
and in everyday life."

One Such as I
From the Foothills of the Himalayas
Back before cell phones, computers, e-mail, and even
bridges in the Chitwan Valley in Nepal, Nancy Axinn
and her husband worked with agricultural education
programs. From the Foothills of the Himalayas is
written upon reflection of the notes and letters Axinn
penned from 1976 to 1978 while living in rural Nepal.
Axinn's small notebook was never out of reach as she
traveled in Nepal. Setting off on nearby roads, Axinn
climbed steep mountain trails, often wading through
rivers to reach the remote schools where she coached
prospective teachers of agriculture. Contact with the
outside world was by letter, so after each one was
written, it went by road or local plane to Axinn's office
at Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu. It was then
sent by air mail to her daughter in the United States.
From the Foothills of the Himalayas provides a
firsthand account of the spectacular countryside of
rural Nepal, Axinn's agricultural work in the area, and
her challenges in cultural adaptation.

Pacific Rural Press
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Do you like to hike or walk? If so, you will want to look
at "Mariposa Hiking Adventures, Day Hikes in the
Foothills near Yosemite National Park, Volume 1:
Central Mariposa." This is the first in a series of five
books and are the only books of their kind to describe
hiking trails in Mariposa, one of the closest towns to
Yosemite National Park. Unlike Yosemite, you will see
very few people on these trails.Whether you live here
or are planning a visit to Yosemite National Park, get
off the beaten path, take a hike and enjoy nature.
Every hike has a map, a description of how to drive to
the trailhead, and a description of the hike including
photos to help you find your way.You can choose each
hike by its location, its difficulty, its elevation from
beginning to highest point, distance and the
approximate amount of time it will take you to hike it.
You will find tidbits of history from Mariposa's
beginning as a gold mining town in the 1850's to
interesting aspects about the things you will see
along the hike.You may just want the book because of
the wonderful photos of Mariposa County.

Contributions from the Geological
Department of Columbia University
Phoenix's Ahwatukee-Foothills
"A concise guide to South Carolina's Foothills National
Recreation Trail. Includes detailed trail maps,
complete driving and hiking directions, trailheads with
GPS coordinates, recommendations for thru-hiking,
and suggestions for day and overnight hikes"-Page 14/16
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A View From The Foothills
Brilliant, witty, perceptive essays about fly-fishing, the
natural world, and life in general by the acknowledged
master of fishing writers. “In the world of fishing there
are magic phrases that are guaranteed to summon
the demon. Among them are: ‘remote trout lake,’ ‘fish
up to 13 pounds,’ ‘the place the guides fish on their
days off,’” writes John Gierach in this wonderful
collection of thirteen essays inspired by a fishing trip
to Rat Lake, a remote body of water in Montana. Once
again John Gierach does what he does best—explain
the peculiarities of the fishing life in a way that will
amuse novices and seasoned fly fishers alike. The
View from Rat Lake deftly examines man in nature
and nature in man, the pleasures of fishing the high
country, and the high and low comedy that
occasionally overcomes even the best-planned fishing
trip. Some typically sage observations from The View
from Rat Lake: “One of the things we truly fish for [is]
an occasion for self-congratulation.” “In every catchand-release fisherman’s past there is an old black
frying pan.” “We . . . believe that a 12-inch trout
caught on a dry fly is four inches longer than a
12-inch trout caught on a nymph or streamer.”
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